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Tanya Tucker is recovering after undergoing emergency hip surgery. "My hip has been giving me hell for awhile now and the docs discovered a hip fracture. I had to have surgery right away," the country ...
Tanya Tucker undergoes hip surgery: 'A bad hip can't keep me down'
Over a month after the trail ultramarathon in Baiyin, a city in China’s Gansu province, when 21 runners were killed by extreme weather, the Chinese internet is still awash with ...
China’s Ultramarathon Tragedy Was a Fad Gone Bad
U.S. Sen. Rand Paul said reform needs to be done at the state level and officers should try to change the perception of police in media ...
Sen. Rand Paul tells NKY cops: Media, many in public portray police as '99% bad'
President Joe Biden's administration is reversing a Trump-era rule that allowed more water to flow through showerheads.
Bad hair days return? Biden drops showerhead rule Trump demanded for more water, 'perfect' coiffure
Ken Carbone, Ayse Birsel, and Allan Chochinov discuss how bad design can prompt creative breakthroughs—and what even constitutes ‘bad design’ in the first place.
Why bad design can actually be good
The Bad Batch, “Rescue on Ryloth,” picks up right where “Devil’s Deal” left off. General Cham Syndulla and his inner circle remain in Imperial custody on Ryloth following Admiral Rampart’s staged ...
On this week’s ‘Star Wars: The Bad Batch,’ young Hera Syndulla joins forces with Clone Force 99
In a new Netflix docuseries, three unlikely heists are put under the spotlight along with the eccentric people behind them ...
‘You can root for the bad guys’: why are we so obsessed with heists?
Miami didn’t disclose a reason for the rookie outfielder’s stint on the injured list, which suggests it could be for COVID-related reasons.
The Marlins’ second half starts with bad news: Top prospect Jesus Sanchez is going on IL
I was shocked when Riviera Palm Springs became Margaritaville. Here's what it was like to go back and what the Jimmy Buffett hotel brings to the area.
My dream wedding venue became a Margaritaville — here are the good, bad, and puzzling changes made to an iconic midcentury Palm Springs hotel
Environmental regulators have filed a motion to dismiss a legal case that sought to block the president of an Idaho-based company from being involved in proposed mines in northwestern Montana under a ...
Montana drops 'bad actor' claim against Hecla mine executive
Having dodged the deepest slump since than the Great Depression, there are far bigger risks facing the world economy ...
Don’t panic: a little inflation is no bad thing
Hiromichi Mizuno's connections, spanning from the Japanese government to Harvard University, made him a guiding voice among climate-focused investors worldwide. Now those ties have placed his own ...
Analysis-'Shuttle Diplomacy Gone Bad': How Japan's investing star became embroiled in Toshiba board dispute
The battle between would-be reformers and the California Medical Assn. gained fresh momentum this week in the wake of a Times investigation that found the Medical Board of California consistently ...
Critics say physicians ‘cartel’ obstructing efforts to punish bad doctors
Governor Charlie Baker raised his voice in passion over the importance of affordable housing Thursday at a Lawrence event to announce $139 million in awards for those projects across the state.
Charlie Baker: U.S. has done ‘a bad job’ on affordable housing
Rio Tinto (RIO.AX)(RIO.L) reported a 12% fall in quarterly iron ore shipments on Friday after storms affected its West Australian operations, but is expected to report bumper results this month on ...
Bad weather hits Rio Tinto's qtrly iron ore exports ahead of results bonanza
Ohio football coach Frank Solich is retiring after leading the program through 16 seasons of unprecedented success to focus on his health.
‘Not bad for 55 years’: Ohio coach Frank Solich retires
TV naturalist Chris Packham said the count could reveal the impact of climate change on wildlife after a year of bad weather.
Butterflies: Public asked to help count after year of bad weather
Basketball player Myles Powell has sued Seton Hall, coach Kevin Willard and a staff member, accusing them of failing to diagnose a knee injury during his senior season that led to physical and ...
Guard Myles Powell sues Seton Hall, staff for bad diagnosis
The U.S. Surgeon General Dr. Vivek Murthy said on Thursday that COVID-19 misinformation comes mostly from indivudals but also a few "bad actors." ...
U.S. Surgeon General says COVID-19 misinformation comes from individuals, a few "bad actors"
A flip in a natural moon cycle plus rising seas from climate change will cause rapid increases in flooding on U.S. coastlines by mid-2030s, a NASA study found.
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